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Is It Possible to be a ‘BornAgain’ Catholic?

Small boy “receiving Jesus” from
the late Pope John Paul II.

Muslim TV Exec
Beheads Wife
Over Divorce
A killing in Buffalo, New York has
horrified Americans and provided
varying degrees of shock in the Muslim
community. On February 12, a Pakistani
Muslim TV executive, Muzzammil
Hassan, walked into a local police station
and confessed that he had killed his wife,
Aasiya, and her beheaded body could be
found in the TV studio where they were
both employed. She was the third one of
his wives to file for divorce because of his
violent behavior.
Authorities are tight lipped about
the motive and method of killing but
See TV Exec... page 14

“But I know several born-again
Catholics.” How often have you
heard this reply when you tried to
help someone see that they need
to witness to Roman Catholics?
Usually it is said with an air of
finality —discussion over! Rarely
do they allow you to explain that,
to them “born-again” is baptism at
infancy and “receiving Jesus” is the
wafer-god placed on their tongues
at Mass.
For those who are willing to
hear more, it gets a bit complicated
from here. The “Mass” is full of
what Catholicism calls “mysteries.”
Often it is called the “Sacrifice” of
the Mass. This usually goes right
past the Bible believer who has been
taught that Jesus was the final and
See Mass... page 4
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“Am I therefore become your enemy, because I tell you the truth?” Galatians 4:16
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‘Global Transformation’ Threatens
Soul Winning
Biblical world watchers such as Dave worry is the growing threat of high-level
Hunt1 and Beit Kjos2 are sounding corruption. The turmoil in many countries
the alarm on the recent global turmoil. today is directly caused by corrupt leadHunt sees a transformation of the world’s ers. Mexico is in civil war over illegal
politico/religious scene that lines up with drugs. Millions of Africans are starving
biblical prophecy.
to death or killed by preventable disease
He sees the unity of religions as essen- because of corruption.
tial to this transformation. He quotes Hans
President Obama is struggling to find
Kung, an ecumenical researcher: “There untainted members for his cabinet. Both
can ‘be no peace among the nations with- business and political leaders are callout peace among the
ing for a universal
religions.’”
system of ethics,
Kjos quotes Domia more “just and
This unbiblical idea that
nic Peccoud, speaker
equitable world
all religions lead to a loving
at the 1999 World
order.” Soul winEconomic
Forum
ners, we need to
God is pervasive in the
who declared: “Funtake every posminds of most westerners
damentalism is a
sible opportunity
and taught by most religions
worldwide threat” to
to share the good
this religious peace.
news while unbeother than Islam and
To counter this threat
lievers are in such
Biblical Christianity.
he advises: “…to
quandary.
We
change the view that
have a window of
salvation depends on
opportunity caused
playing by certain religious rules: every- by this world-wide confusion.
one is saved.”
Leaders of the 2002 World Economic
This unbiblical idea that all religions Forum were given this challenge: “We
lead to a loving God (Who really didn’t enthusiastically endorse the project of inimean it about eternal hell) is pervasive in tiating and continuing dialogue in order to
the minds of most westerners and taught create a framework that integrates leaders
by most religions other than Islam and of religion, business, politics and civil
Biblical Christianity.
society. Let us join forces to seize this
Of course, this threat of “fundamental- opportunity.” (emphasis added)
ism” includes Bible believers. FundamenWhen this “integration” happens, as
talism has become a dirty word because soul winners, we can be sure that Jesus’
the media has tagged radical Islam with message that He is “the way, the truth and
this word. But Catholicism, Secular the life” and that “no man cometh unto
Humanism and even mainline Christianity the Father but by Me” will be declared
have joined this chorus against those who too “divisive” and will be outlawed world
believe the King James Bible to be God’s wide.
preserved Words in English.
We need to redouble our efforts in
The meltdown of the global economy reaching as many as possible while we
is giving a huge shove toward the new can. Blanket your neighborhood with
world order. The bogus idea that man tracts and clear your schedule to share the
can do something about the global warm- gospel with those who respond.
1 www.thebereancall.org
ing threat is also providing a push in
2 www.crossroad.to
that direction. Another major world-wide
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Many people in the West don’t know
the difference between Allah and
the God of the Bible… or how the
teachings of Islam compare with the
Bible. Moshay gives us both, with
chapters like:
• Allah and Violence
• America Breeds
Islamic Terrorism
• The Muslim Heaven
• Allah Misleads to Hell
• Does the Name Matter?
• The Visions of Muhammad
256 pages, paperback, $12.95
“The Jesus I knew in the Qur’an was a different person
than the Jesus Christ I was reading about in (Who Is This
Allah?). . . After reading the book, I chose to believe in the
Jesus of the Bible and receive Him as my Lord and Saviour.”
“A timely and significant book. Essential reading for nonMuslims, it also offers hope for disillusioned Muslims b y
pointing them to a knowledge of the true God.”
Joshua Lingel, Adjunct Professor of
Islamic Studies, Biola University

ALSO BY G.J.O. M OSHAY
This book shows that the Qur’an is a
disorganized mass of contradictions,
historical blunders, misunderstandings
of the Bible, and folk tales. Includes:
• The Bible vs. The Qur’an
• Contradictions in the Qur’an
• Who Taught Muhammad?
• Final Authority: Bible or Qur’an?
160 pages, paperback, $9.95
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Mass...
From Page 1
complete sacrifice. But if we do ask what
this “sacrifice” means, we open up a whole
can of unbiblical worms.
Alphonsus Ligouri, a revered Roman
Catholic “saint” and “Doctor of the Church”
makes this very revealing statement in his
book, The Dignity and Duties of the Priest:
“Jesus has died to institute the priesthood.
It was not necessary for the Redeemer to
die in order to save the world; a drop of
His Blood, a single tear, or prayer, was
sufficient to procure salvation for all…
But to institute the priesthood, the death
of Jesus Christ has been necessary. Had he
not died, where should we find the victim
that the priests of the New Law now offer?
a victim altogether holy and immaculate,
capable of giving to God an honor worthy
of God.”
For the Bible believer, there are all kinds
of red flags here. So, Jesus didn’t die for
the world? And, how did the priesthood
get into this? And what is this “victim”

business? Now you know why the Pope
tries to keep the Mass a “mystery.”
Ligouri boldly denies the “finished
work of Christ” that the Apostle Paul so
careful teaches in all his epistles. Instead
of Jesus being the final Sacrifice for our
sins, fulfilling the Old Testament sacrificial
system, Rome teaches that He died to
“institute the priesthood” so that He could
become the wafer-god (victim) that the
priest re-sacrifices at every “celebration”
of the Mass.
Chapter 7 of Hebrews clearly explains
that Jesus died as the final sacrifice for sin
and became the only Priest that we need
interceding for us. Roman Catholicism
ignores this teaching. Instead they have
cobbled together a priestcraft system using
parts of the Old Testament sacrifices and
whatever useful pagan rituals they could
pick up along the way.
These include the wafer-god consecrated
and eaten by the Egyptians; the female
being (Virgin Mary) who is worshipped as
a goddess in almost every false religion;
confession of sins to a priest who has
See Mass... page 15

42c

I received my tract order and the Light
of the World DVD. That night we were
babysitting our granddaughter who just
turned 4 yrs old. She sat on the couch
between us and watched.
During the video she kept shaking her
head and saying, “Poor Jesus.” When they
If you could let Bro. Jack know that
were part way through the sinner’s prayer
my Daddy introduced our family to these
she said, “I want to pray.” My husband
wonderful little tracts and comics to help
tried to find the beginning of the prayer
us learn how to witness to others
so she could pray with them. He was
when we were younger.
apparently taking too long and she
My Daddy has gone on
said, “Shut it off. I want to pray.”
to be with our Lord Jesus
After it was shut off she bowed her
this year and we miss
head and prayed her own prayer,
him very much.
“Jesus, thank you for loving me.
However, we thank
Please come into my heart and be
Jesus that we are
with me.”
still able to share this
She told us Jesus was in her heart
wonderful information
and has told just about everyone she
with our children who
sees about the video and that she asked
are now learning how to
Jesus to come into her heart. We were
witness to their class mates and
amazed! Thank you for making this DVD
share their faith with those that are lost.
S.G., Addison, ME
R.C., Fitzgerald, GA. available.
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WIN C ATHOLICS T O C HRIST
This book forces Catholics to
choose… their religion, or God’s
Word. It lovingly shows Catholics
their lost condition by comparing
37 key Catholic doctrines with the
Bible. Many Catholics have been
saved and left the Catholic church
after reading this book. Use it as a
reference tool, or give it to Catholics.
A powerful witnessing tool.
222 pages, paperback $11.95

“This book is so good I don’t know
where to start. It exposes all the false
teachings of Roman Catholicism
simply by presenting Scripture alone.”
ALSO IN SPANISH

As a Roman Catholic priest, Charles Chiniquy was
saddened that his church constantly violated
the Bible. Then his bishop demanded that he
give up his Bible and pledge blind obedienc e to
the “church.” After a long struggle, Charles was
gloriously saved. You will feel his broken heart for
Catholics as he refutes Rome’s errors.
368 pages, paperback $14.95
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We Plant —God Gives the Increase
Jesus spoke of the word of God being
like seed sown in a field. Some were
lost to the birds or weeds or the ground
was too hard to sprout them. But others
grew and made a harvest. Soul winners
who use gospel tracts as seed are
familiar with the various results. Often
the ground is hard and the harvest slim.
Yet, the Apostle Paul pointed out that we
are only responsible to plant and water.
It is God who gives the increase. (See 1
Corinthians 3.)
But the farmer knows that if he
doesn’t plant, there will be no harvest.
Many of you are planting and the
following testimonies from the Chick
Publications’ files testify to the harvest.

While my husband was doing time he
was handed a couple of your tracts. He
also thought it interesting that as a child
he stumbled across a couple his mother
had.
Somehow the seeds were planted. Now
they have grown deep in his heart.
K. M., Redding CA
Chick tracts helped me to make a KJV
only stand as well as planting seeds in
my heart for salvation. Thank you.
G. E., Email
The first tract I read of yours was
Somebody Goofed, way back in 1976.
This tract is what planted a seed for
me to start to question where my eternal
destiny lies.
I accepted the Lord as my Savior the
following year in 1977. Praise GOD!
B. F., Email

I just wanted you all to know that your
tracts were instrumental in my salvation
ten years ago. After I was saved I
realized and recognized Chick tracts
from my childhood and even as a young
adult. Those seeds planted by faithful
When I was 17, I was a dishwasher in a
workers over the years were used by the restaurant. On a Sunday evening we had
Lord to draw me to Jesus.
a lot of church people in. I was washing
J. M., Email dishes when I came upon a crumbled
tract This Was Your Life. I stopped and
Praise God! I was born again as a read it and signed the back.
result of reading This was Your Life
Although it was only a head decision
almost 27 years ago. I also had friends at that time, it sowed the seed for my
that prayed for me prior to that day. So real salvation at age 19. Thanks for your
please send as many copies of This was wonderful ministry!!! God Bless You.
Your Life as you can. I’m enclosing $10.
Ed McG., Email
Thank you for sowing seed, as I will do,
too.
Jean T., MO
“I’ve read your tract This Was Your
Life a long time ago and you planted a
I was first exposed to your tracts as a seed in me. I read it when I was 16 years
young atheist in a high school in Central old and I eventually got saved at 19.”
Florida. Your tracts sowed seed, another
Jamaine H., Dayton, OH
watered, and about 3 years ago GOD
gave a glorious increase!!! It took several
I accepted Christ at the age of 22.
years for me to finally give my heart and When I was about 9 or 10, however, I
life to the Lord, but I have always said was given a copy of This Was Your Life.
your tract helped do it! I thank the Lord I remember the message and believe it
for your wonderful ministry!
was a seed to later bring me to Christ!
R .K., Email Thank you!
Renee VonB., IN
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Survey: Only 1 Percent of Young
Adults Have Biblical World View
A recent survey finds that the youngest
adults in America are increasingly confused
about biblical truth.
Pollster George Barna applied a strict
definition of a Biblical world view and
found that only 1 percent of respondents
aged 18 to 23 agreed with it in every aspect.
The survey asked if they believed that
absolute moral truth existed; the Bible
was completely accurate in the principles
it teaches; Satan is considered to be a real
being or force, not merely symbolic; a
person cannot earn their way into Heaven
by trying to be good or doing good works;
Jesus Christ lived a sinless life on earth;
and God is the all-knowing, all-powerful
creator of the world who still rules the
universe today.
The survey sampling was of the general
population, not specifically targeted toward
people who claimed to be Christian. However, among the 75 percent of Americans
who claim to be Christian, the percentage
only increased to 19 percent.
Barna laid part of the blame on the parents who have not been diligent in shaping
their children’s world view.

Culture Lost in One Generation
Too many have depended on the church
or the culture to do the job. They do not
realize that in one generation, the culture
has become the enemy of the biblical family. Schools teach evolution and hand out
condoms. Entertainment has become the
focus of the new generation introducing
unbiblical fantasies and sinful perversions.
Mega-churches have grown up around
this fixation on entertainment neglecting
to preach eternal hell and judgment for sin.
Then Barna asks how parents can teach a
biblical world view if they don’t have one.
These young adults are the product of a
previous generation that had also lost sight
of biblical truth.
Next, Barna raises the question of how
good a job the church is doing in Christian
education. Obviously, in a couple of hours

a week, the church cannot make up for
what the parents have not done. But has
the church done its job in training and challenging the parents?
The recent turmoil in the economy is
causing many to take another look at the
state of our culture. Moses warned Israel
of the dangers of misusing the blessings
of prosperity. They were to be an example
to the world of what God would do for a
nation who worshiped and obeyed Him.
But they polluted themselves with the
idols of the world and He had to bring
judgment.

America Has Lost Her Mission
In many ways, America was given the
same mission: a city on a hill, an example
of God’s blessing for honoring Him.
Blessing flowed and missionaries were
sent to every corner of the globe. But with
it came fatness and selfishness and acceptance of Satan’s lies.
Can it be turned around? We don’t know.
But this we can do: we can stand solid on
our biblical world view sharing the gospel
every way possible.
Many revivals in the past have started
with a few concerned Christians. One of
the chief instruments they used was gospel
tracts. Millions were printed and planted
like seed that flourished into great awakenings turning whole nations back to God.
They prepared the hearts for great preachers such as Finney, Spurgeon, Whitefield,
and Moody to reap the harvests.
For over 40 years, Chick tracts have
proven their ability to “get read.” Thousands have testified of their effectiveness in
pointing them to the Saviour.
The new Chick tract, It’s All About You,
speaks directly to this new generation. It
describes the struggle in the spirit world for
their souls.
God is using His judgment to get this
nation’s attention. We must use the opportunity to “work while it is day.” The night is coming, we just don’t know when. (See John 9:4.)
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Sodomites Attack Donors to
Yes-on-Marriage Amendment
As America continues to legalize sin, studies indicate that over 70 percent of
those committed to evil become more U.S. high school students see nothing
bold in attacking people standing for wrong with a homosexual relationship.
righteousness.
This was demonstrated recently by
Blunted Biblical View
the sodomite thugs who attacked donors
School propaganda and media
to the Yes-on-Proposition-8 campaign promotion of sodomy is quickly blunting
in California. The measure passed on the Biblical view that homosexuality is
November 4, 2008 placing an amendment an abomination. The disease and violence
to the state constitution defining marriage that it produces is ignored and anyone
in California as “between a man and a who dares speak against it is quickly
woman.”
bludgeoned into silence.
A fluke in the campaign finance laws
Many decent people know something
allowed the names,
is not right with this
places of employment
picture but are not
and other personal
able to speak about
“Over
the
last
two
months,
information of those
it effectively. They
many
of
those
supporters
donors to be posted
have only been told
have seen their homes and
on the internet.
one side of the story.
Homosexual activists
churches vandalized, been
As Bible believers,
proceeded to locate
forced to resign their jobs,
we need to make
them and harass
and been threatened with
sure they understand
them, their family,
violence and even death,”
God’s view.
coworkers and even
says Alan Sears, of the
picket their places of
Since the media
work. A Google map
Alliance Defense Fund.
and even the govwas posted on the
ernment schools will
internet with pointers
not tell the truth, soul
to the homes and businesses of these winners have two goals: inform the culdonors. A click on the pointers gave their ture of the horrors of this perversion and
names, places of employment or business, lead individuals caught in this lifestyle to
and amount of their contributions.
freedom in Christ. Chick Publications has
published two tracts, Sin City and Doom
Homosexual Terrorists
Town, for this purpose. They clearly show
“Over the last two months [prior to God’s opinion of homosexuality and presJan. 20], many of those supporters have ent His salvation from this sin.
seen their homes and churches vandalized,
A recently published paperback, Hot
been forced to resign their jobs, and been Topics, also includes additional information
threatened with violence and even death,” on homosexuality and pedophilia. Militant
says Alan Sears, of the Alliance Defense homosexuals have been very successful in
Fund.
capturing public opinion and getting laws
Mormons, Knights of Columbus,
passed in their favor. Any attempt in the
and various churches and individuals
contributed millions to pass the measure. media or legislature by Christians to give
Now they are the bullseye target for God’s view is quickly squelched.
vandalism, harassment and worse.
Go Direct to the People
It is disturbing that, in 2000, Californians
voted against sodomite marriage by over
Our only recourse is to go directly
60 percent. This year, the vote in favor of to the people, and that is where gospel
Proposition 8 was only 53 percent. Other
See Sodomite Thugs... page 14
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Critical issues face the world
today that the church would
rather not talk about. Pastors
face lawsuits and jail if they
dare speak on them. But as
Christians remain silent, we
are losing our right to speak.

ORREC T

Here are 6 stories by Jack Chick,
with interviews revealing why
he wrote them, and the research
behind them. You’ll be shocked
at what the enemy did while
Christians were silent.
128 pages, paperback $6.95 #1270

CONFRONTS VITAL ISSUES LIKE:
• The real purpose of
“hate crime” laws
• They’re gay —and they
want your kids
• The hidden truth
about Allah
• Pornography:
a victimless crime?
• Is D&D a doorway
to the occult?
• Israel: friend or liability?

Learn this book’s opinion of the US calling for
a 2-state solution in the Middle East.
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‘Christianity Changes People’s
Hearts’ Says Avowed Atheist
“In Africa, Christianity changes people’s
hearts.” To believers, this is not a surprising statement, but coming from an
avowed atheist, it is a rare admission.
Matthew Parris writes
a weekly column in
The Times of London
and recently reported
on a trip to Malawi
in Africa. While there,
he observed what he
called “…the enormous
contribution
that Christian evangelism makes in Africa,
sharply distinct from
the work of secular
NGOs, government
projects and international aid efforts.”
He concluded what
Christian missionaries
have proven all over
the world: “Education
and training alone
will not do. In Africa,
Christianity changes
people’s hearts. It
brings a spiritual transformation. The rebirth
is real. The change is
good.” He also hinted
that this observation
had seriously challenged his atheistic
convictions.
Recent missionary
studies describe huge
revivals occurring in
much of the non-western world.
Only four major
areas of the world
are not experiencing
major “revolution of
evangelism.”
They are Western

Europe, Japan, Australia and the U.S.
Nations with no record of Christians ten
years ago, now have numbers in the hundreds of thousands. Some who had only a
few thousands, register millions.
It is estimated that
China now has over
100 million believers
in 80,000 underground
churches.
Christianity in India
is growing to the point
where Buddhists and
Hindus are alarmed
and are stepping up
the persecution.
America has always
been a strong supporter of foreign missions.
Britain began the tradition before the U.S.
church matured and
took up the mantle.
Bibles and gospel
literature have provided the basis for this
“revolution of evangelism.” Missionaries
can go and reach a
few people.
They may even
work hard at training
native Christians as
pastors and evangelists. But their work
is limited unless they
have native language
bibles and training
materials.
Chick Publications
works
hard
to
provide native language soul winning
tracts for missionarSee Changed Hearts... page 11
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Changed Hearts...
From Page 10
ies in over 100 languages. (See web page:
www.chick.com/catalog/TractLookUp.asp)
Many have responded with pictures and
testimonies. Missionary Donald C., from
Venezuela reports simply: “These tracts are
like dynamite down
here”.
From the Philippines another writes:
“I was saved in 1975
and have read most
all of your literature
including the comic
series and have used
your material to
teach Bible history
and the dangers of
the Catholic Church
influence.
“I have been a
Missionary to the
Philippines for 20
years and have used
your tracts over the
years. Thousands have
been saved. Even
some priests and nuns have read the Chick
tracts that we have given them.”
Even though America is fast becoming
a “post-Christian” nation, there are still
people who have a burden for missions.
Many, who cannot go themselves, supply
tracts to missionaries on the field.
One couple supplied over 50,000 Thai

language The Word Became Flesh to
workers in that mission field and went to
assist in their distribution. In the adjacent
pictures, you can see the intense interest that tracts generate. When tracts are
seeded into such an
area of spiritual darkness, they go from
hand to hand generating hunger for our
God of love that they
know nothing about.
Local missionaries
and native pastors
reap the harvest for
years to come. From
New Guinea another
missionary
writes:
“When people see
we have your ‘books’
we’re almost mobbed
each time! 6 souls
have been saved thus
far, and many under
conviction.”
Does your church
support foreign missionaries? If so, why
not have them visit the Chick.com web
site to see if we have tracts in their local
language. If so, you could make a donation
through your church for a shipment sent
directly to them from Chick Publications.
Tracts in a missionary’s hands greatly
extends their outreach.

Tamil Light of the World
Broadcast in India

help with the cost of translating and producing this gospel
film in many
languages.
Originally produced in English
and Spanish, it
helps people to
truly understand
the gospel in over
20
languages.
Have you shown
it at your church?

Missionary Kathy Smith reports, “We
had Light of the World broadcast for the
first time this evening on a secular Hindu
station. We got calls from people and
whole families that accepted the Lord
and were calling to find out how they can
receive a free New Testament which we are
offering. We are so happy how the Lord is
using Light of the World here in India!”
Many Battle Cry readers have given to
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Evolution: Faith —Not Science!
By Thomas Heinze

brought forth ever higher, more complex
kinds. At this point the evolutionist has
Because they are complex, many abandoned scientific evidence for a leap
things appear to have been designed and of faith!
created: cars, refrigerators, the earth and
He believes that bacteria gradually,
particularly the living things that live on over millions of years, brought forth
earth. Atheists and many evolutionists fish. Over millions of years the fish
recognize the evidence: Living things brought forth primitive mammals. Then
appear to have been designed. But they you and I evolved from them.
don’t believe that they were.
Evolutionists base this belief on faith
The famous atheist Richard Dawkins, alone. It is exactly contrary to the scienwrote: “Biology is the study of compli- tific principle of entropy which, among
cated things that give the appearance of other things, says that random changes
having been designed for a purpose.” to an organized system reduce its organi(Richard Dawkins, The Blind Watch- zation. Which is right? Check it out with
maker, 1996, p. 1)
an experiment!
Even having admitted the evidence,
Take a sledge hammer, close your
that living things
eyes and hit a funclook like they were
Evolutionists choose to believe tioning system with
designed, he is
it! Whether you hit
that “nothing” exploded and
still an atheist. He
a television set, a
made the universe.
claims that natural
hog at the slaughter
selection makes things
house, or a bacterium,
look like they were designed.
the random changes made by the blow
Most of us reject this and say these will reduce rather than increase the systhings look like they were designed tem’s ability to function.
because they were designed!
Such experiments prove the rule: ranMany evolutionists prefer a different dom changes to an organized system
explanation of the things around us. reduce its functionality! A scientific
Looking back to the beginning, their word for this rule is “entropy.” Mutaschoolbooks usually teach that, at the tions and other random changes don’t
first, “nothing” exploded and made the increase organization, they reduce it.
universe.
This is where evolutionists abandon
Then on earth, atoms blundered into science for faith. They believe, in spite
each other and made the first simple liv- of all scientific evidence, that random
ing things, bacteria probably. Then these damage caused by mutations made bacevolved as natural selection chose the teria become fish, and fish become peobest and eliminated the rest.
ple. They end up propagating an idea
As a generalization this may sound exactly contrary to both the scientific
OK, but try to apply it! Only living principle of entropy and to the evidence.
things reproduce, and they reproduce
After examining the evidence that
after their kind.
proves this scientific principle, they
People reproduce people, and bacte- choose to believe the opposite! Shame
ria reproduce bacteria. Science and the on them!
Bible agree: Living things bring forth
More proof that evolution depends
according to their kind.
on faith, not scientific evidence, can be
Evolution, on the contrary, teaches found in The Vanishing Proofs of Evothat living things started with something lution and How Life Began by Thomas
small like bacteria (which they often call Heinze available from Chick Publica“primitive”), and by random mutations, tions.

TWO BOOKS
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TO HELP YOU

WITNESS

Want to share your faith with
the lost? This book will create a
burning motivation within you,
and will give you a treasure chest
of ideas on how to do it. Read
fascinating stories of witnessing
situations. Learn tips on starting
conversations, and answers to
common questions.
Note: All Scripture from the KJV.
223 pages, paperback $12.99
“…difficult to put down.”
“…completely changed my life.”
“…open the pages of this book and w arm
yourself on its hot coals.” —Ray Comfort
“… filled with fascinating accounts, practical
tips, and sobering wisdom on evangelism.”
ALSO IN
SPANISH

This timely book shows lost people why they
need a Saviour. Packed with KJV Scriptures,
plus quotes from church and secular leaders,
the lost will clearly see their need f or salvation.
Answers questions like: Can you prove there
is a God? • Doesn’t evolution disprove the
existence of God? • Can you prove the Bible is
true? • What is out there after I die? • Plus more!
254 pages, paperback, $14.99
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TV Exec...
from page 1
the internet is buzzing with comments.
Muslim sources deny that the killing was
more than domestic violence that got out
of control. Others are pointing out the
similarity to so-called “honor killings”
that are fairly common in Pakistan and
other Muslim cultures.
Muslim leaders who claim that violence,
domestic or otherwise, is not part of Islam,
have a lot of explaining to do. They must
begin with the modern practice of suicide
bombers who are persuaded to blow
themselves up for the cause of their god,
Allah. Violent revenge is prescribed by
the Qur’an on one’s enemies. “Heretics”
who refuse to convert to Islam are to be
beheaded.

Muhammad a Poor Role Model
Besides the violence encouraged by
Islam’s “holy book,” Muhammad, himself,
indulged in brutalities seldom equaled
in history. When it comes to violence,
ex-Muslim Mohammad Al Ghazoli, in
his book, Christ, Muhammad and I
documents some horrific episodes.
In one instance, Muhammad directed his
men to systematically behead 900 captives
while their wives and children watched.
Afterward, Muhammad examined the
women and picked the most beautiful
one for himself. When she spit at him
and refused to marry him, he kept her as
a slave and forced her to have intercourse

Sodomite Thugs...
from page 8
tracts work best. Soul winners should be
diligently seeding tracts into the culture
exposing this sin. It may be difficult to
hand a tract on this topic to someone, but
leaving it where it will be found will be
effective.
Keep a stock of these tracts on hand so
we can do all we can to counter this steam
roller that is out to crush our children into
submission.

with him while her feet and hands were
tied down.
Ghazoli describes another instance when
a 70-year-old woman was captured along
with her daughter. Muhammad directed
one of his men to rape the daughter while
her mother watched. He then had each leg
of the mother tied to two camels that were
forced to gallop in opposite directions
ripping her into two pieces.
Whenever
someone
questioned
Muhammad’s actions, Ghazoli says that
“Gabriel” would carry down a verse from
Allah, justifying it. Ghazoli asks: “What
kind of god orders something so cruel, and
allows killing, raping, adultery, robbing,
and slavery? Surely that ‘god’ was the
fabrication of Muhammad’s imagination.
It could not be the real, loving, merciful
God.”
In Christ, Muhammad and I, Ghazoli
tells how, early in life, he was disillusioned
with Islam’s capricious god, Allah, and
Muhammad, his barbaric “prophet.” Yet,
it was not until near the end of his days
that someone handed him a Bible and
said: “read!” In it he discovered a much
different God who forbids revenge and
instructs us to love our enemies, instead.
Captivated, he devoured this amazing
Book and committed his life to Christ.
Is it little wonder that Muslim nations
forbid their citizens from owning such
a Book? Conversion to Christ can lead
to “honor killing” by one’s own family.
Islamic leaders know that if news of this
God of love gets out, their power over
their people will vanish.
Pictures of Aasiya and Muzzammil
on the internet show an attractive and
accomplished couple. How very sad that
no one was able to reach them with the
gospel of peace provided by a loving God.
But God has brought millions of
Muslims to our doorsteps. All are deluded
into following this Arabian moon god
who promotes pagan, primitive barbarism.
What are we waiting for to present
them with the Book that tells of the true
and living God of love who died for
them? Many of them would respond, as
Mohammad Ghazoli did.
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Dear Ones in Christ:
ger told
The other day at church the parent of a young teena
an iPod, an
about how he had given a present to his daughter:
investment of over $300.
times. She
The teenager’s response was a perfect sign of the
attachments.”
responded flatly, “Oh… it doesn’t have the extra
think
Too many people take everything for granted. They
.
everything in life is only important if it affects them
of our new
That’s where this tract comes in. Almost every page
unsaved.
the
of
tract, It’s All About You, appeals to the selfishness
affects her
The teenager is continually confronted with what
is not a “what,”
life. But we all know that what is most important
it’s a “Who.”
’t
There are spiritual forces around her that she doesn
understand, and one character who is after her soul.
se it confronts
This tract is good for young and old alike, becau
ur.
both our own selfishness and our need for a Savio
teen in the
I pray this tract will be put into the hand of every
country.
Your brother in Christ,

Mass...
From Page 4
the power to forgive (absolve) them;
punishment for your own sins in purgatory;
salvation by works and no assurance of
heaven.
So, this “born-again Catholic” is
a strange creature if he continues to
participate in this “Mass.” No way can
he subject his “freedom in Christ” to this
kind of unbiblical ritual unless he chooses

to accept, without question, these pagan
“mysteries” that God calls “abominations.”
Another line that we often hear is that
Roman Catholics are really Christians; they
just have a different “worship tradition.”
How can that “tradition” be of God when
it requires bowing down to statues of
goddesses and wafer-god idols? (See also
Matthew 15:6.)
For more books and other literature to
help your “born-again Catholic” friends,
visit www.chick.com or call (909) 987-0771
for a free catalog.
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